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Abstract

Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP) of applications
is typically limited and variant in time, thus dur-
ing application execution some processor Function
Units (FUs) may not be used all the time. There-
fore, these idle FUs can be used to execute replicated
instructions, improving reliability. However, existing
approaches either schedule the execution of replicated
instructions based on compiler schedule or consider
processors with identical FUs, able to execute any
instruction type. The former approach has a neg-
ative impact on performance, whereas the later ap-
proach is not applicable on processors with heteroge-
neous FUs. This work presents a hardware mecha-
nism for processors with heterogeneous FUs that dy-
namically replicates instructions and schedules both
original and replicated instructions considering space
and time scheduling. The proposed approach uses a
small scheduling window of two cycles, leading to a
hardware mechanism with small hardware area. In
order to perform such a flexible dynamic instruction
scheduling, switches are required, which, however, in-
crease the hardware area. To reduce the area over-
head, a cluster-based approach is proposed, enabling
scalability for larger hardware designs. The proposed
mechanism is implemented on VEX VLIW proces-
sor. The obtained results show an average speed-up
of 24.99% in performance with an almost 10% area
and power overhead, when time scheduling is also
considered on top of space scheduling. Compared
to the unprotected version, the instruction reliability
has increased by 2.2×.

1 Introduction

Modern systems follow technology and voltage scal-
ing trends in order to meet industry’s demands in
increasing performance, area minimization and en-
ergy consumption reduction. However, decreasing
transistors size and voltage makes processors more
susceptible to reliability violations [1, 2]. Com-
mon sources leading to reliability violations, such as
radiation-induced Single-Event Upsets (SEUs) and
Single-Event Transients (SETs) [3], and electromag-
netic interference [4], can cause faults leading to tem-
porary errors (soft errors), permanent errors (hard er-
rors) or semi-permanent (intermittent errors) [5]. To
provide protection, systems are extended with error
detection/correction capabilities.

The majority of existing works has mostly focused
on protecting the storage components of a system,
e.g., memories, register file, and pipeline registers,
considering the impact on the combinational logic
negligible. However, this is not true for technologies
of 130nm and beyond [6]. The probability of a com-
ponent to be affected by faults is highly related to its
area. As shown by our experimental results, Func-
tion Units (FUs) occupy the largest combinational
area (more details in Table 6 - Section 5), making
FUs the most vulnerable combinational components
of the processor.

To protect these components, either Hardware
(HW) or Software (SW) redundancy is used. HW
redundancy inserts additional FUs to the original
processor, in order to execute in parallel the same
instruction and to compare the obtained results [7].
Although small performance overhead is normally ob-
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served (due to comparison of the results), the area
overhead is significant. SW redundancy modifies the
program by inserting replicated instructions to be ex-
ecuted on the original processor. Although the area is
not increased, the impact on the execution time is sig-
nificant [8]. A better area and performance trade-off
for fault tolerance can be achieved, when processors
with several FUs are used. Very Long Instruction
Word (VLIW) processors is an example, where sev-
eral issues exist that can process instructions in par-
allel. Depending on the configuration, VLIW issues
consist of complex FUs, able to execute all operation
types, and simpler FUs, which, however, cannot exe-
cute sophisticated operations, such as multiplications
and divisions. The set of instructions, executed in
parallel, is called instruction bundle. Due to the lim-
ited application’s Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP)
and the different type of FUs, concurrent utilisation
of all FUs is not always possible. As shown in the
experimental results, the average ILP of ten bench-
marks on a VLIW processor having 4 issues is 2.15
(more details in Table 7 - Section 5). Therefore, the
idle FUs can be used to execute the replicated in-
structions, reducing the negative impact of SW re-
dundancy on the execution time.

The exploitation of the idle FUs, to execute re-
dundant instructions, can be achieved statically or
dynamically. Static approaches are usually imple-
mented by the compiler, which duplicates or trip-
licates and schedules the instructions at compile
time in the instruction memory and extends the In-
struction Set Architecture (ISA) to include special
comparison instructions [9]. Although the obtained
schedule can theoretically be as dense as possible,
code size is significantly increased, increasing the re-
quired storage size. To remove this drawback, dy-
namic approaches have been proposed, implemented
by hardware mechanisms. Dynamic hardware ap-
proaches reschedule the instructions at run-time de-
spite compilers scheduling, in order to exploit idle
slots and achieve fault tolerance.

Existing dynamic approaches, such as [10, 11], cou-
ple the VLIW issues, removing the need of a dynamic
scheduler. Duplicated instructions are executed on
the coupled pipelines, following the schedule of the
original instructions, provided by the compiler. How-

ever, due to the lack of dynamic scheduling, there is
a negative impact on the performance. Approaches
with dynamic scheduler are designed for homoge-
neous VLIW, i.e., each issue includes all FU types, in
order to be able to execute any instruction [12, 13].
However, such approaches are not applicable when
the VLIW issues have different types of FUs, be-
cause the scheduler does not take into account the
constraints over the type of FUs in an issue. Extend-
ing a heterogeneous VLIW to a homogeneous VLIW
by inserting all FU types to each issue significantly
increases area, especially when floating-point FUs are
used.

To address these limitations, a hardware mech-
anism is proposed that enhances VLIW processors
with heterogeneous FUs with fault tolerant capabil-
ities. The proposed mechanism dynamically repli-
cates instructions and reschedules original and repli-
cated instructions both in the current bundle (space
scheduling - S) and in the next upcoming bundle
(time scheduling - T), improving performance, with
reduced complexity and area overhead. To achieve
this, a scheduling exploration window of two instruc-
tion bundles is used. In this way, new opportunities
are created for optimizing the schedule during exe-
cution, while the scheduling complexity remains low.
Within this window, the instruction rescheduling is
only restricted by the FUs type and any dependency
among the instructions within the scheduling win-
dow. This work extends the idea of dynamic instruc-
tion rescheduling of [14], where only the concept and
some preliminary performance results, based on sim-
ulations, were presented. More precisely, this work
presents the implementation of proposed mechanism
consisting of i) a hardware dependency analyzer, ii)
a hardware replication scheduler, and iii) a hardware
voting scheduler. The dependency analyzer identifies
dependent instructions between two concurrent bun-
dles. The replication scheduler dynamically resched-
ules original and replicated instructions, avoiding the
insertion of additional time slots, by postponing the
execution of independent instructions to the next
bundle. The voting scheduler synchronises original
and replicated instruction in order to compare their
outputs, masking any occurring error. Due to dy-
namic rescheduling, switches have to be inserted in
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the VLIW pipeline. To reduce the area and criti-
cal delay overhead, we propose a switch hardware
design that simplifies the complexity of the sched-
uler, compared to commonly used switches. Last,
but not least, to enable scalability, we propose a novel
cluster-based approach; a large VLIW is divided in
several clusters, each consisting of a smaller VLIW.
The proposed dynamic hardware mechanism is ap-
plied within a cluster (intra-cluster), providing sig-
nificant gains in area, with small performance loss.
To support our contributions, we implemented on the
VEX VLIW processor and compare the proposed ap-
proach that applies instruction triplication, consid-
ering space scheduling (TMR-S) and space and time
scheduling based on clusters (TMR-S+T+CB), with
typical hardware FUs triplication methods and the
unprotected baseline VLIW. We performed extensive
experimental results, providing performance, area,
power and reliability metrics for ten benchmarks.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the proposed approach through an
illustrative example. Section 3 describes the intra-
cluster dynamic mechanism. Section 4 describes the
proposed cluster-based version. Section 5 presents
the experimental results. Section 7 discusses the re-
lated work on fault tolerant VLIW processors. Fi-
nally, Section 8 concludes this work and summarizes
its contributions.

2 Illustrative Example

In this section, we provide an example to illustrate
the proposed approach. Our example is depicted in
Fig. 1 and it will be used throughout the manuscript
as a running example. For simplicity reasons and
without loss of generality, we assume an 4-issue
VLIW, as the one in Fig. 2. The VLIW configura-
tion has one Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU ) and one
Branch unit (BR) in the Issue[0], one ALU and one
Memory FU (MEM ) in the Issue[1] and one ALU
and one Multiplication unit (MUL) in Issue[2] and
Issue[3]. Fig. 1a provides (on the left) the sched-
ule given by the compiler and (on the right) the cor-
responding assembly instructions, with the destina-
tion and source registers. For instance, ADD1 is an

ADD1 MUL1 NOP

ADD2 NOP NOPSUB2

Bi-1

Bi

ALU
BR

ALU
MEM

ALU
MUL

ALU
MUL

NOP NOPNOPOR3 Bi+1

ADD1:   ADD(r2,r1,r3)

MUL1:   MUL(r4,r1,r3)

SUB2:    SUB(r5,r2,r3)

ADD2:   ADD (r6,r2,r3)

OR3:      OR(r1,r5,r6)  

Avail.
FUs

Issue[0] Issue[1] Issue[2] Issue[3]

Assembly Instructions

NOP

(a) Original schedule obtained by the compiler.

Bi-1

Bi

ti-1 ADD1 ADD1 ADD1 MUL1

ADD2

ti

ADD2SUB2 SUB2
ti+1

OR3 NOPti+2 OR3 Bi+1OR3

3 33

X : applied priority2 22 3

3 13 1

B
ADD2 MUL1SUB2 MUL1

3 13 12 2

1 1

(b) Dynamic schedule obtained by the proposed ap-
proach.

Figure 1: Illustration example for an 4-issue VLIW.

instruction that adds the values of the registers r1
and r3 and stores the result to the register r2 . The
compiler has scheduled these instructions to three in-
struction bundles, 𝐵𝑖−1, 𝐵𝑖 and 𝐵𝑖+1. 𝐵𝑖−1 has two in-
structions (ADD1 , MUL1 ) and two idle slots (NOP),
𝐵𝑖 has two instructions (SUB2 , ADD2 ) and two idle
slots, and 𝐵𝑖+1 has one instruction (OR3 ) and three
idle slots.

The proposed approach replicates instructions and
dynamically schedules original and replicas on the
FUs, within a scheduling window of two instruction
bundles. Fig. 1b shows the schedule obtained by the
proposed dynamic mechanism, when instruction trip-
lication is applied. The light (dark) blue boxes rep-
resent original (replicated) instructions.

To obtain this schedule, a dependency analysis ini-
tially takes place between the instructions of two con-
secutive bundles (implementation in Sections 3.2.1
and 3.2.2). The goal is to identify dependent instruc-
tions, i.e., an instruction in bundle 𝐵𝑖−1 that uses, as
destination register, a destination or source register of
an instruction in bundle 𝐵𝑖. Parallel execution of the
dependent instructions is forbidden. Independent in-
structions of 𝐵𝑖−1 can be postponed and scheduled at
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any idle FUs of the next bundle. In Fig. 1, MUL1 of
bundle 𝐵𝑖−1 is independent, since none instruction of
bundle 𝐵𝑖 (SUB1 , ADD2 ) uses the destination regis-
ter of MUL1 as destination or source register. How-
ever, SUB2 and ADD2 of bundle 𝐵𝑖 both depend
on ADD1 , since they read register r2 , updated by
ADD1 . In a similar way, the instruction OR3 of 𝐵𝑖+1
reads registers r5 and r6 , which are used as destina-
tion registers by SUB1 and ADD2 of 𝐵𝑖.

The results of the dependency analysis are used by
the replication scheduler, responsible for the dynamic
scheduling of original and replicated instructions (im-
plementation details in Section 3.2.3). The scheduler
operates according to three priorities, applied in the
following order: 1○ instructions of a previous bun-
dle have a higher priority than instructions of the
current bundle, 2○ the dependent instructions have
a higher priority than the independent instructions,
and 3○ instances of different instructions of the same
bundle have higher priority than the replicated in-
stances of the same instruction. These priorities re-
duce the negative impact on performance, because
of the execution of replicated instructions to provide
fault tolerance. By scheduling first the dependent
instructions, the remaining instructions are indepen-
dent and can be potentially scheduled in the next
bundle. Fig. 1b depicts which of the three priorities
the hardware scheduler uses each time in order to
obtain the schedule. At the time slot ti−1 , the origi-
nal, the first replica and the second replica of ADD1

are scheduled, due to priority 2○. Then, the orig-
inal MUL1 is scheduled, due to priority 3○. Since
the remaining instructions from bundle 𝐵𝑖−1 are in-
dependent, they are allowed to be scheduled along-
side with the instructions of the upcoming bundle 𝐵𝑖.
Due to priority 1○, the first and second replica of the
MUL1 of bundle 𝐵𝑖−1 are scheduled at the time slot
ti . Then, each of the original SUB2 and ADD2 are
scheduled, due to priorities 2○ and 3○. However, the
remaining unscheduled instructions of 𝐵𝑖 are depen-
dent, and thus, they cannot be executed with the
upcoming bundle 𝐵𝑖+1. Hence, a new time slot has
to be added. At this new time slot ti+1 , the remain-
ing dependent and redundant instructions of 𝐵𝑖 are
scheduled based on priority 1○ and 3○. At ti+2 , no
instruction remains from the previous bundle, thus

original and replicated OR3 are scheduled, according
to priority 3○.

Last, but not least, after the execution of the sched-
uled instruction, the voting scheduler is responsible
for synchronizing and grouping the original and the
replicated instructions in order to compare their re-
sults and mask any occurred error (implementation
details in Section 3.2.4).

3 Intra-cluster Dynamic Mech-
anism

The proposed approach is applied over a VLIW pro-
cessor, which has a fixed issue-width during execu-
tion, defined at design-time, running a single appli-
cation. Dynamically reconfigurable and fault tol-
erant VLIWs, such as [15], where several applica-
tions are executed in parallel, is left as future work.
Fig. 2 depicts the original VLIW datapath consist-
ing of a 3-stage pipeline with Fetch (F), Decode
(DC) and Execute/Memory-WriteBack (EX/M-WB)
in blue color. The yellow color highlights the hard-
ware components that implement the proposed intra-
cluster dynamic approach. These hardware compo-
nents are categorized as follows: i) processing type
(the replication switch, the voting switch, and the
voters), ii) control type (the information extraction
unit, the dependency analyzer, the replication sched-
uler, and the voting scheduler) and iii) storage type
(the ReplicRes register and the VotingRes register).

The information extraction unit performs an early
decoding in the F stage, providing the necessary in-
formation to the dependency analyzer and the repli-
cation scheduler. The dependency analyzer is the
component responsible for analyzing two subsequent
bundles in order to identify potential dependencies.
The replication switch propagates previously decoded
instructions (stored at the ReplicRes register) and the
currently decoded instructions to the pipeline DC-
toEX register, following the dynamic schedule pro-
vided by the replication scheduler. The voting switch
propagates the results of the previously executed in-
structions (stored at the VotingRes register), as well
as the results of currently executed instructions to the
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Figure 2: Original VLIW data-path (blue) enhanced
with the proposed fault tolerant mechanism (yellow).

voters for correction, following the dynamic sched-
ule provided by the voting scheduler. The objective
of our approach is to reduce the negative impact on
performance, due to the execution of replicated in-
structions to provide fault tolerance. Therefore, the
hardware components, that do not necessarily re-
quire to be placed inside the VLIW data-path, are
designed to run in parallel and to have a smaller crit-
ical path than the VLIW pipeline stages, in order to
not affect the clock frequency. The remaining com-
ponents, that must obligatory added in the VLIW
data-path to support the functionality of the pro-
posed approach, are designed with reduced critical
path and are placed in different pipeline stages, so as
to reduce the impact on the overall clock frequency.
For instance, the replication switch is added in the
DC stage, which has a smaller critical path than the
EX/M-WB stage. Through the information provided
by the voting scheduler, the voting switch is signifi-
cantly simplified, as described in the following para-
graphs. We leave as future work the extension of the
proposed approach to VLIW processors that support
long immediate and multi-cycle instructions. For the
rest of the manuscript, let 𝑛 represent the number of
VLIW issues.

3.1 Processing and Storage Compo-
nents

3.1.1 Replication Switch and ReplicRes Reg-
ister

The replication switch selects which, among the 2×𝑛
possible inputs (i.e., 𝑛 outputs of the decoders, one
per issue, and 𝑛 positions from the ReplicRes regis-
ter) will be propagated and become the 𝑛 inputs of
the pipeline register DCtoEX. Each input/output of
the switch is a decoded instruction. For instance, Ta-
ble 1 depicts the structure of the decoded instruction
of the VEX VLIW processor [16], used in the exper-
imental section. The switch input signal has a width
of 2 × 𝑛 × SizeDec bits. To avoid a full switch 2𝑛-to-
2𝑛, which decreases the clock frequency, the replica-
tion switch is placed in the DC stage. Due to this
positing, an exact copy of output of the decoders of
the previous cycle is stored to the ReplicRes register.
In this way, the replication switch implementation is
simplified, reducing its complexity, area and impact
on clock frequency. The switch output has a width of
𝑛×SizeDec bits. To implement the replication switch,
𝑛×(2𝑛-to-1) multiplexers are required with a selection
signal of 𝑛× 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (2𝑛) bits. Fig. 3 illustrates the repli-
cation switch for the 4-issue VEX VLIW processor;
the input signal has a width of 2× 4× 109 = 872 bits,
the circuit has 4× 8-to-1 multiplexers and a selection
signal of 4 × 3 bits.

3.1.2 Voting Switch and VotingRes Register

The voting switch is placed after the FUs. It is re-
sponsible for grouping correctly the results of the
original and replicated instructions: a) into the Vot-
ingRes register, and b) into the voters. For instance,
Table 2 shows the structure of the result, after the
execution of an instruction, for the VEX VLIW pro-
cessor. When replicas of one instruction remain to

Table 1: Decoded instruction (SizeDec = 109 bits).

Data from Data from Data for Dest. Opcode
RF RF/Immediate Store instruction addr.

32 bits 32 bits 32 bits 6 bits 7 bits
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Figure 3: Replication switch implementation.

be executed, the results of the already executed in-
stances of this instruction need to be temporarily
stored. This storing takes place at the VotingRes
register. Therefore, the VotingRes register has 2 × 𝑛
entries to store the results of up to two instances of
one instruction per issue.

Table 2: Instruction’s result (Sizeres = 78).

FU result Data to Dest. Opcode WB
store in memory addr. Enable

32 bits 32 bits 6 bits 7 bits 1 bit

Typical symmetrical designs for switches have high
complexity, which will lead to increased overheads if
used by the proposed approach. To reduce complex-
ity, we propose an asymmetrical design for the voting
switch reducing the number of required 2-to-1 muxes.
The improved design uses 44 2-to-1 muxes, compar-
ing to 132 2-to-1 muxes used by typical designs, read-
ing to 66% gain. The voting scheduler groups up-
front the results of the same instruction instances to
the VotingRes register. Then, each such group is at-
tached to a specific voter. To perform this grouping,
the results of the two instances of the same instruc-
tion are stored in adjacent entries of VotingRes reg-
ister, i.e., in the even entry for the first instance and
in the odd entry for the second instance. More pre-
cisely, the voting switch has 𝑛 inputs (coming from
the FU output at each issue), which will be stored at

the register VotingRes, following the grouping pro-
vided by the voting scheduler through a select signal
of log2 (n) × 2𝑛 bits. Fig. 4 presents the implemen-
tation of the voting switch considering the 4-issue
VLIW. Fig. 4a depicts the part related to the group-
ing of the results. It has 4 inputs to be stored at
the register VotingRes with 8 entries (VotingRes[0]
to VotingRes[7]). The select signal is 16 bits. Due to
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Issue	0	
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4:1	
MUX	

sel_v[i][22]
sel_v[i][23] 
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.
.
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.
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sel_v[i][5] 

(b) Part for connecting a voter to
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Figure 4: Voting switch implementation.

this grouping of results, the switch is simplified, i.e.,
it is not required to connect all the inputs of the vot-
ers with all the FUs and all the entries of VotingRes
register. More precisely, the three inputs of a voter,
belonging to an issue 𝑖, are connected as follows: 1)
the first input 0, Voter[i][0], requires to be connected
only to the outputs of the FUs, 2) the second input
1, Voter[i][1], requires to be connected either to the
FUs or to the entry VotingRes[i], and 3) the third in-
put 2, Voter[i][2], requires to be connected to either
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the FUs or the entry VotingRes[i+1]. Fig. 4b depicts
the part of the switch related to the connection of
one voter. It has 𝑛 + 2 = 6 inputs (𝑛 from the FU
outputs and 2 from the VotingRes register outputs),
which have to be connected to the 3 inputs of a voter.
Finally, the select signal is log2 (n) × 3 + 2=8 bits.

3.1.3 Voters

The Voting switch provides to the voters the results,
already grouped, after the execution of the three in-
stances of one instruction. The voters compare and
select which is the correct value to be provided at the
output. Note that, the proposed approach replicates
the complete decoded instruction, i.e., all the fields
shown in Table 1. Since the address for the memory
operations is also calculated in the execution stage
by the FUs and it is available in the FU result field,
we partially protect also the memory operations.

3.2 Control Logic Components
3.2.1 Information Extraction Unit

The information extraction unit is depicted in Fig. 5.
It reads each instruction from the F stage and ex-
tracts the opcode, the destination, and the source
registers. To reduce the cost of the Voting scheduler
and Replication scheduler, each instruction, currently
in the pipeline, is associated with an Instruction Iden-
tifier (ID) and the number of instruction instances
that need to be executed (Rem). This early decoded
information is stored in an intermediate internal reg-
ister (Info register). The register outputs are read by
the dependency analyzer and the replication sched-
uler.

An ID value has a size of SizeIDvalue = n + 1 bits.
The first log2 (𝑛) Least Significant Bits (LSBs) show
the type of the instruction. The next log2 (𝑛) bits
show the original position of the instruction inside
a bundle, which corresponds to the issue where the
instruction has been scheduled by the compiler. The
Most Significant Bit (MSB) indicates whether the in-
struction belongs to the previous (MSB = 0) or to the
current bundle (MSB = 1). The coding of the ID for
the 4-issue VLIW is depicted in Table 3. Bit 𝑏4 in-
dicates the bundle where the instruction belongs to

Dest
Sources

Info	
extr.	
unit	

Dep.	Analyzer	

Info	Reg	

FtoDC_Dep	

ID

Sources

Instr

FtoDC_ID	

FtoDC_Rem	

Dest

Rem

F	

Figure 5: Information extraction unit and Depen-
dency analyzer.

(𝑏4 = 0 for previous bundle, 𝑏4 = 1 for current bun-
dle). Bits 𝑏3 and 𝑏2 show the original position of the
instruction inside a bundle. Bits 𝑏1 and 𝑏0 carry the
information about the instruction type.

Table 3: ID encoding in the information extraction
unit.

𝐵𝑖−1 𝐵𝑖

Bundle No.Issue Inst/ons Bundle No.Issue Inst/ons Instr.
𝑏4 𝑏3 𝑏2 𝑏1 𝑏0 𝑏4 𝑏3 𝑏2 𝑏1 𝑏0 Type
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 NOP
0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 MEM
0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 MUL
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ALU

Each of the four registers, that is considered as
an input and an output of the two switches (FtoDC,
ReplicRes, DCtoEX and VotingRes), is associated
with an array of IDs, as depicted in Fig. 6. The
size of each array is SizeID = n × SizeIDvalue . Two
additional arrays (Rem) are associated with FtoDC
and ReplicRes registers, i.e., FtoDC_Rem and Repli-
cRes_Rem, used for the replication of an instruc-
tion. These arrays indicate the number of instances
of the instruction that remain to be scheduled. When
a bundle is in the DC stage, the values of the
FtoDC_Rem are initialized to 3, since instruction
triplication is applied as fault tolerance method. At
the next time slot, some of these instructions are po-
tentially executed on the FUs. Therefore, the values
of the ReplicRes_rem are updated to depict the num-
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ber of unscheduled instruction instances.
To illustrate the above approach, Fig. 6 depicts

the ID and the Rem arrays of the running exam-
ple of Fig. 1b, at time 𝑡𝑖, when bundle 𝐵𝑖 is in the
DC stage. The FtoDC_ID array is related to bun-
dle 𝐵𝑖: the first element (10011) and the second el-
ement (10111) indicate that the instructions in the
first and second issue are of ALU type, the third ele-
ment (11000) and the fourth element (11100) indicate
that there are not instructions in the third and fourth
issue, i.e., the type of these instructions is NOP .
The array FtoDC_rem is initialized to 3, meaning
that each of the corresponding instructions require
to be executed three times. The ReplicRes_ID ar-
ray is related to the remaining instructions from the
previous bundle 𝐵𝑖−1: the first element (00011) in-
dicates that the first issue has an ALU instruction,
the second element (00100) is a NOP , the third ele-
ment (01010) stands for a MUL instruction and the
last one (01100) stands for a NOP . At the time 𝑡𝑖−1,
three ADD1 and one MUL1 instructions have been
scheduled (Fig. 1b), so the ReplicRes_Rem array has
been updated accordingly.

3.2.2 Dependency Analyzer

The dependency analyzer (Fig. 5) decides if any de-
pendencies exist among the instructions of two sub-
sequent bundles. To do so, it takes as input the op-
code, the destination and the sources of each instruc-
tion of the two bundles. Three possible dependencies
may exist: 1) Read After Write (RAW), 2) Write Af-
ter Read (WAR) and 3) Write After Write (WAW).
Only RAW and WAW are verified by the dependency
analyzer. The dependency analyzer reads the desti-
nation of each instruction from the Info register and
compares it with the sources (RAW) and destination
(WAW) of each instruction, currently extracted from
the information extraction unit. If these values are
equal, then there is a dependency. A Dep array is
associated with FtoDC register to store this infor-
mation. This information is also used by the repli-
cation scheduler to take dependencies into account.
Fig. 6 depicts the Dep array of the running example
(Fig. 1b) at time 𝑡𝑖, where the two instructions of
bundle 𝐵𝑖 write registers that serve as sources to the

instruction of bundle 𝐵𝑖+1. Hence, the corresponding
FtoDC_Dep entries are set to 1. Notice that the case
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Figure 6: ID , Rem and Dep arrays of example Fig. 1b
at time 𝑡𝑖.

of WAR dependency is prevented by the hardware de-
sign itself. The proposed mechanism may move the
instruction that uses the register as source (performs
the “read”) to the next bundle, and thus, it may be
executed in parallel with the instruction that uses
the register as a destination (performs the ”write“).
However, the mechanism reschedules the instructions
after the DC stage, thus the instruction has already
obtained the correct value of the register at the DC
stage.

3.2.3 Replication Scheduler

The replication scheduler schedules the inputs of
the replication switch (represented by ReplicRes_ID
and FtoDC_ID) to its output (represented by DC-
toEX_ID). This hardware scheduler applies a set
of priorities in the following order: 1○ unscheduled
instructions from previous bundle (instructions in
ReplicRes register) have the highest priority, 2○ the
dependent instructions are scheduled next, and then
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3○ among the remaining instructions, instances of
different instructions have higher priority than the
replicas of a single instruction. Three groups are cre-
ated to depict these scheduling priorities: 1) Repli-
cRes for the previous instructions, 2) FtoDC_Dep
for the dependent current instructions, and 3) FtoDC
for the independent current instructions. To design a
hardware scheduler with low complexity, the sched-
uler should use simple logic. To achieve that, the
IDs are transformed to occupation vectors, enabling
the scheduler implementation through simple bitwise
logic.

Occupation vectors Each aforementioned group
has three entries, since triplication is used as fault
tolerant method. Each group entry includes two vec-
tors: 1) instr, where each bit corresponds to an issue
and indicates if an instruction exists (occupies the
issue), and 2) mul, where each bit indicates if the in-
struction of the issue is a multiplication (e.g., in the
3rd and 4th issue of the VLIW configuration of our
running example). Table 4 shows how to obtain the
instr vector. More precisely, the bit 𝑖 is set if at least
one of the LSBs of ID[i] is not zero and instruction in-
stances remain to be scheduled (Rem[i]). 𝑖 represents
the issue number and 𝑗 ∈ [0, 2] represents the original
instruction, the first replica and the second replica,
respectively. Especially, the instructions must be de-
pendent (Dep[i]) for the FtoDC_Dep group and in-
dependent (!Dep[i]) for the FtoDC group. The bits
in the mul vector are set, when the IDs in the is-
sues with a multiplication unit have a multiplication
instruction, e.g., 𝑖 ∈ {2, 3} in the 4-issue VLIW of
Fig. 2 with an 𝐼𝐷 [𝑖] [1 : 0] = 10.

Fig. 7 depicts the occupation vectors of Fig. 1b
at time 𝑡𝑖. The instruction in issue 2 (third
entry in ReplicRes) needs to be executed two
more times (ReplicRes_Rem[2]=2). Therefore,

Table 4: Creation of instr vector.

Group instr[i]
ReplicRes (𝐼𝐷 [𝑖 ] [0] ‖ 𝐼𝐷 [𝑖 ] [1]) & (𝑅𝑒𝑚[𝑖 ] ≥ 3 − 𝑗)

FtoDC_Dep (𝐼𝐷 [𝑖 ] [0] ‖ 𝐼𝐷 [𝑖 ] [1]) & (𝑅𝑒𝑚[𝑖 ] ≥ 3 − 𝑗) & 𝐷𝑒𝑝 [𝑖 ]
FtoDC (𝐼𝐷 [𝑖 ] [0] ‖ 𝐼𝐷 [𝑖 ] [1]) & (𝑅𝑒𝑚[𝑖 ] ≥ 3 − 𝑗) & !𝐷𝑒𝑝 [𝑖 ]

the 3𝑟𝑑 bit of the ReplicRes_instr[1] and Repli-
cRes_instr[2] is set. The instruction is a multipli-
cation, thus the vector mul is set to 10 to all the
entries of ReplicRes_mul. The FtoDC_Dep_instr,
FtoDC_Dep_mul, FtoDC_instr and FtoDC_mul
are constructed in a similar way.

Dep
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Figure 7: Occupation vectors of the running example.

Bitwise Scheduler Following the scheduling pri-
orities, the groups and the occupation vectors are ex-
plored in the order depicted by Fig. 7 (latin numbers).
For an occupation vector, the scheduler applies three
phases: i) scheduling through direct assignment, ii)
scheduling through circular exploration, and iii) de-
cision for time-slot insertion.

i) Direct assignment: During this phase, only the
issue, where the instruction is originally scheduled
by the compiler, is checked for scheduling. Hence, no
verification of the issue’s FU type is required. The
scheduler has two inputs: 1) the occupation vector for
the instructions to be scheduled (instr), and 2) the
current occupation of the issues (issues) (with bit 3
corresponding to issue 0 and bit 0 to issue 4). Three
outputs are created: 1) the updated occupation vec-
tor of the issues (issues_up), 2) the vector with the
scheduled instructions (fit) and 3) the vector with
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the instructions to be scheduled (rest). As shown in
Eq. 1, the scheduling is performed through a bitwise
OR operation between the instr and issues vectors.
The issues_up is compared (bitwise XOR) with the
initial output vector issues, to decide which of the
instructions can be mapped directly to the output
(fit), and thus, to be scheduled for execution. To re-
flect the scheduling decision, the ID and Rem arrays
are modified as follows: a) if fit[i] = 1, then Rem[i]
= Rem[i] - 1, and b) DCtoEX_ID[i] = ID[i]. The
sel_r vector signal is updated to reflect the schedul-
ing decision to the replication switch: sel_r[i] = i +
n, when a vector from the ReplicRes group is sched-
uled, and sel_r[i] = i for the vectors of the other
groups. To obtain the instructions, that could not be
scheduled directly (rest), the vector fit is compared
with the initial input vector instr. If the result is
zero, this phase has scheduled all instructions, and
the next input vector is explored. Otherwise, the cir-
cular exploration phase is applied to schedule the rest
instructions to the empty FUs.

𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒𝑠_𝑢𝑝 = 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟 ‖ 𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒𝑠,
𝑓 𝑖𝑡 = 𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒𝑠_𝑢𝑝 ⊕ 𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒𝑠,
𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 = 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟 ⊕ 𝑓 𝑖𝑡.

(1)

Before describing the next scheduling phase, we
illustrate how the direct assignment is applied to the
running example. Initially, the issues vector equals
to zero. Following the priorities, the first group to be
scheduled is ReplicRes. The first vector of the group
is zero, thus no instruction exists for scheduling.
The second vector is instr = 0010. The output fit is
the same as the input instr, thus all instructions can
be scheduled (rest = 0000). To depict the scheduling
decisions, the ID and Rem arrays are modified
as follows: a) ReplicRes_Rem [2 ] = Rem [2 ] − 1 ,
b) DCtoEX_ID [2 ] = ReplicRes_ID [2 ], and
sel_r [2 ] = 2 . The next vector is instr = 0010, while
the issues is initialised with the previously calculated
issues_up. Now, the output fit is different than the
input instr, implying that some instructions could
not be scheduled through direct assignment (rest =
0010).

ii) Circular exploration: During this phase, the
type of FU per issue is verified. This mechanism

takes three inputs: 1) the occupation vector for the
instructions to be scheduled (instr), which is equal
to the vector rest provided by the direct assignment,
2) the mul occupation vector for these instructions,
and 3) the current occupation of the issues (issues),
which is equal to the issues_up provided by the di-
rect assignment. The output is the assignment signal
assign, which holds the configuration of the replica-
tion switch to adequately propagate the instructions
that have been scheduled for execution.

Algorithm 1: Representative cases of the cir-
cular exploration phase.
Input: 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟, 𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒𝑠_𝑢𝑝, 𝑚𝑢𝑙

Output: 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦

1 switch 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟 do
2 . . .

3 case 1000 do
4 if (𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒𝑠_𝑢𝑝 [2] = 0) then 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛[1] ← 0;
5 else if (𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒𝑠_𝑢𝑝 [1] = 0) then

𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛[2] ← 0 ;
6 else if (𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒𝑠_𝑢𝑝 [0] = 0) then

𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛[3] ← 0;
7 case 0010 do
8 if (𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒𝑠_𝑢𝑝 [0] = 0) then 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛[3] ← 2;
9 else if (𝑚𝑢𝑙 [1] = 0) then

10 if (𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒𝑠_𝑢𝑝 [2] = 0) then
𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛[1] ← 2;

11 else if (𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒𝑠_𝑢𝑝 [3] = 0) then
12 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛[0] ← 2;

13 case 0011 do
14 if (𝑚𝑢𝑙 = 10) then
15 if (𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒𝑠_𝑢𝑝 [2] = 0) then

𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛[1] ← 3;
16 else if (𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒𝑠_𝑢𝑝 [3] = 0) then
17 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛[0] ← 3;

18 else if (𝑚𝑢𝑙 = 01) then
19 if (𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒𝑠_𝑢𝑝 [2] = 0) then

𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛[1] ← 2;
20 else if (𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒𝑠_𝑢𝑝 [3] = 0) then
21 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛[0] ← 2;

22 else if (𝑚𝑢𝑙 = 00) then
23 if (𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒𝑠_𝑢𝑝 [3] = 0) then

𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛[0] ← 2;
24 if (𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒𝑠_𝑢𝑝 [2] = 0) then

𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛[1] ← 3;
25 . . .
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Algorithm 1 presents some representative cases of
the circular exploration phase. In the first two cases,
only one instruction needs to be scheduled. When
instr = 1000, the instruction cannot be a multiplica-
tion. When instr = 0010, the instruction can be a
multiplication. This is because the issue, where the
instruction is original scheduled, has a multiplication
FU. In the former case (line 3), the instruction can
be potentially scheduled in any available issue. In the
latter case (line 7), two possibilities exist: a) what-
ever the value of mul[1], the instruction can be po-
tentially executed in issues_up[0] (corresponding to
the 4𝑡ℎ issue), and b) otherwise, if mul[1] = 0, the in-
struction can be potentially executed in any possible
issue. The third case (line 13) has two instructions
for scheduling (case 0011). Since these instructions
are originally scheduled in issues with the multipli-
cation FU, we have to check if the instructions are
multiplications. Three possibilities exist: a) mul[1]
= 1 and mul[0] = 0, b) mul[1] = 0 and mul[0] = 1,
and c) mul[1] = mul[0] = 0. No available schedul-
ing exists when both instructions are multiplications,
due to FU restrictions. For a) and b) cases, the mul-
tiplication instruction cannot be scheduled, since the
remaining idle issues do not have a multiplication FU.
Only the non-multiplication instruction can be sched-
uled. For c) case, no multiplication instruction exists,
thus both instructions can be scheduled in any avail-
able issue. When three instructions need to be sched-
uled (case 1101, 1110, etc.), this has the least com-
plexity. All three instructions have been tested for
direct scheduling and failed. The only legitimate ac-
tion is to potentially schedule the non-multiplication
instructions (instr[2], instr[3]) (e.g. 1101 → 1011).
The signal assign[i] is updated with the new issue,
where the instruction is now dynamically scheduled.
For instance, if instr is 1000 and is scheduled to 0100,
then assign[2] equal to 0, to show that instruction of
issue 0 is now scheduled to issue 1. The assign[i] sig-
nal is used to update the issues_up vector, the ID
arrays and the signal sel_r.

In our running example, after the direct assignment
of ReplicRes group, rest = 0010. Since issues_up =
0010, the condition of line 8 in Algorithm 1 is met.
Therefore, assign[3] ← 2. Consequently we have:
a) issues_up = 0011, Rem [2 ] = Rem [2 ] − 1 and b)

DCtoEX_ID[3] = FtoDC_ID[2]. The sel_r vector
signal is updated to sel_r[3] = 2.

iii) Time-slot insertion decision: If no appropriate
FU is available for scheduling and there are still in-
structions from the previous bundle (ReplicRes_rem
≠ 0) or dependent instructions (FtoDC_rem ≠ 0), an
additional time slot must be inserted. Instructions
from the previous bundle, that have not managed
to be scheduled in the current bundle, will need in
any case an additional time slot, since there are not
enough FUs to schedule them in the current bundle,
while the instructions of the current bundle have to
be also replicated and scheduled. Pending dependent
instructions require also an additional time slot, as
they cannot be scheduled in parallel with instructions
from the upcoming bundle. The additional time slot
is achieved by stalling the fetch and decode stages for
one cycle.

3.2.4 Voting Scheduler

This scheduler is responsible for the grouping of:
i) the results of currently executed instructions at
the VotingRes register, and ii) previous and cur-
rent results to the voters and the commit/memory
phase. To perform the grouping, we use the ar-
ray unGrouped_ID, created by concatenation of the
two inputs of the voting switch, i.e., DCtoEX_ID
and VotingRes_ID. A comparison-based sorting al-
gorithm groups the instructions with the same IDs
in order to form triplets. The output is a sorted ar-
ray (Grouped_ID). Each triplet in the Grouped_ID
is linked with the voter of one issue. Based on
this sorted array, the values of the signal sel_v
are defined and used to configure the voting switch.
For instance, the triplet formed in the three first
places of the Grouped_ID array, i.e., Grouped_ID[0],
Grouped_ID[1] and Grouped_ID[2], sends the cor-
responding instructions to the first voter. In case
the triplet is not formed yet, e.g., IDs exist only
in Grouped_ID[0] and/or in Grouped_ID[1], the re-
sults of the corresponding instructions are stored
to the VotingRes[0] and VotingRes[1] registers. In
this phase, the constraints on memory operations
must be respected. Therefore, memory instructions
are allowed to be grouped only in positions linked
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with issues that have a MEM FU, e.g., the entries
Grouped_ID[3], Grouped_ID[4] and Grouped_ID[5],
for the 4-issue VLIW of Fig.2, since they are linked
to the voter of the second issue, where a memory FU
exists.

4 Cluster-Based Approach

By analysing the area overhead of the components
of the intra-cluster dynamic mechanism (as shown in
Table 8 of the experimental section), we observe that
the costliest components, in terms of area, are the
switches. Switches also decrease maximum clock fre-
quency. It should be stressed that this holds true for
any approach that performs dynamic re-scheduling of
the instructions, since this type of techniques requires
to dynamically dispatch the instructions to different
issues. We have carefully designed the switches of the
proposed approach in order to achieve simpler com-
plexity (as explained in Section 2). However, with
the increase of the number of issues, the complexity
of the switches is also increased, affecting the area
overhead and clock frequency. Table 5 presents the
number of inputs, outputs and the complexity of the
proposed replication and voting switches, in numbers
of required 2-to-1 muxes, considering in a single clus-
ter, with respect to the number of VLIW issues. To
address this limitation, we propose a cluster-based
approach that reduces the area and time overhead,
when the number of issues increases.

Table 5: Comparison of number of inputs, number
of outputs and complexity for replication switch and
original and improved voting switch (Section 3.1.2)
in numbers of required 2-to-1 muxes.

Replication switch Voting switch

Issue In Out Single
Cluster

Cluster
based In Out Single Cluster

(Orig. Switch)
Single Cluster
(Impr. Switch)

Cluster based
(Impr. Switch)

4 8 4 28 28 12 12 132 44 44
8 16 8 120 56 24 24 552 100 88
16 32 16 496 112 48 48 2256 212 176
32 64 32 1952 224 96 96 9120 436 352

Instead of having a single large VLIW applying
directly the intra-cluster dynamic mechanism of Sec-
tion 2, we combine several clusters, i.e., instances of

a VLIW with a smaller number of issues, and apply
the dynamic mechanism of Section 2 inside each clus-
ter. For instance, Fig. 8 shows how the cluster-based
approach is applied; to obtain an 8-issue VLIW, two
parallel 4-issue VLIWs are used. Table 5 shows the
benefits of using the proposed cluster-based approach
in terms of number of inputs, outputs and complexity.
The complexity of the switches with the cluster-based
approach increases in a linear way. For a VLIW with
𝑚 × 𝑛 issues, the switch overhead in area equals to
the number of clusters 𝑚, times the switch overhead,
used internally in the 𝑛-issue VLIW. Since the clus-
ters work in parallel, no further delay is inserted, no
matter how much we scale the design. In this way, the
complexity of the schedulers remains the same, i.e.
equal to the schedulers complexity for 𝑛-issue VLIW.
However, with the proposed cluster-based approach,
the dynamic scheduling can be applied only within a
cluster.
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Figure 8: 8-issue VLIW with cluster-based 2 × 4 ap-
proach.

Considering that the compiler usually schedules
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the instructions as dense as possible to occupy less
area in the memory, it first tries to schedule the in-
structions in the first issues. Therefore, when the
configuration of the large VLIW is provided to the
compiler, it will first schedule the instructions to the
first cluster, while the rest of the clusters may re-
main empty. This original schedule can lead to a
negative impact on the performance of the proposed
cluster-based approach. Instructions are gathered in
the first cluster and the potential idle issues of the
remaining clusters cannot be exploited, resulting in
unnecessary stalls of the VLIW processor. To address
this problem, we combine the cluster-based approach
with a virtual VLIW configuration. The configura-
tion of the FUs in the overall VLIW is done offline by
shuffling FUs randomly. Then, instead of asking the
compiler to generate code with the real VLIW con-
figuration, we provide this virtual configuration. The
goal is that the compiler generates the corresponding
code, achieving a more balanced distribution of the
instructions and NOPs into the clusters. In order to
keep the area overhead low, a static de-shuffling of the
instructions is applied during execution (during the
fetch stage), providing the correct instructions to the
clusters, based on the real FU configuration. Fig. 8
depicts such an offline shuffling of FUs (green box)
and the static de-shuffling occurring during a global
fetch, that distributes the 8 instructions from the vir-
tual scheduling to the corresponding issues of the
two 4-issue clusters. This static de-shuffling choice
might have a negative impact to the benefits of the
proposed approach. In order to not negativelly af-
fect the proposed approach, the minimum required
number of same FUs in a cluster should be aligned
with the fault tolerance method. For instance, when
the instructions are triplicated, at least three FUs
of the same type should belong to the same clus-
ter, if possible. In this way, an instruction can be
triplicated and executed in parallel within a bundle.
It is our future work to explore methods to identify
a near-optimal configuration of the clusters and the
shuffling/de-shuffling, based on the available FUs, the
fault tolerance approach and the application instruc-
tions. The stall signal (stall) of each cluster has to be
global for the whole architecture; the fetch and de-
code stages of all clusters are stalled, if at least one

needs an extra time slot.

5 Experimental Results

5.1 Experimental set-up

As a case study, we use as baseline processor an in-
house VLIW, which is compatible with the VEX com-
piler of HP [16] and is described by a high-layer C++
model. This C++ model can be synthesized to the
gate level using Mentor Graphics Catapult High Level
Synthesis (HLS) and Synopsys Design Compiler.
The single cluster VLIW configuration used in the
experimental section is the 1 × 4-issue, consisting of
4 ALU, 2 MUL, 1 MEM, 1 BR. Larger cluster VLIW
configurations are multiples of the basic configura-
tion, e.g. 2×4-issue consists 2× the 1×4-issue config-
uration, except for the BR unit (i.e., 8 ALU, 4 MUL,
2 MEM, 1 BR). Table 6 depicts the combinational
logic area of each FU type. As the execute stage has
the largest combinational logic, it is more exposed
and susceptible to faults, which motivates the focus
of our approach to protect FUs.

Table 6: Combinational logic area of FU types (`𝑚2).

DC DC with BR ALU MUL MEM/WB
250 2,530 1,533 3,843 358

To evaluate our approach, we have used ten basic
media benchmark kernels with different characteris-
tics from the MediaBench suite [17]. We selected
Mediabench as a workload to evaluate the behav-
ior of the proposed approach as it is the one of the
popular multimedia benchmark suite. The behav-
ior of the proposed approach depends on the number
of idle issues left by the application and the com-
piler. We present the results for ten applications
with different characteristics, e.g., as Table 7 shows
we have low ILP and several multiple dependencies
(adp_dec, adp_denc), high ILP and different depen-
dencies (bcnt, dct, fft32x22s, matrix_mmul) and low
ILP and less multiple dependencies (huff_ac_dec,
motion,fir, crc). We expect that applications from
other benchmarks suites will have a similar behavior
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if their benchmark analysis is similar to the analysed
ones. We compare the following VLIW processor ar-
chitectures:

1. Original version, i.e., the unprotected processor.

2. TMR-3FUs version, i.e., a fault tolerant processor
where the FUs of the execution stage are tripli-
cated and concurrently execute the same instruc-
tion.

3. TMR-S version, i.e., a fault tolerant processor that
triplicates instructions and dynamically schedules
original and redundant instructions only in the
current bundle, called Space scheduling. Extra
bundles are added if instructions cannot fit in
the current bundle. Such an approach is inspired
by [10, 11], considering instruction triplication, in-
stead of duplication, and leveraged in order to be
applicable for heterogeneous VLIW processors.

4. TMR-S+T+CB version, i.e., a fault tolerant pro-
cessor with the proposed approach, that triplicates
instructions and dynamically schedules original
and redundant instructions within a scheduling
window of two instruction bundles, called Space
& Time Cluster-Based scheduling.

The aforementioned architectures have been devel-
oped in C++ and synthesized using the Catapult
High-Level Synthesis (HLS) tool (University Version
10.0b/273613). Following this approach, we are capa-
ble of both simulating the processor and synthesizing
a functional RTL design. Note that the presented re-
sults provide an upper bound in the area and power
overhead, since HLS tools are not yet capable to pro-
duce the same high quality results as hand written
RTL code [18]. However, since all the aforementioned
vliw processor variations have been implemented us-
ing HLS, the comparative results should not be signif-
icantly different from hand written RTL code results.
The generation of the gate-level netlist was handled
by Design Compiler (Version J-2014.09-SP5-7) from
Synopsys using a 28-nm ASIC library. The power
analysis is given by Design Compiler, based on a sta-
tistical activity factor estimation assuming that every
net toggles 10% of the time.

Section 5.2 analyses the benchmarks in order to
motivate the proposed approach. Section 5.3 presents
the evaluation results with respect to performance,
area, and power consumption for the proposed intra-
cluster dynamic mechanism, i.e., for the single clus-
ter VLIW configuration, consisting of 4-issues. Sec-
tion 5.4 evaluates the cluster-based approach for sev-
eral clusters. Section 5.5 computes the reliability for
the proposed approach.

5.2 Benchmark analysis

We analyze the binaries of the benchmarks to mea-
sure the i) possibility to execute instructions in paral-
lel, by computing the average number of instructions
per bundle (Instruction Level Parallelism - ILP), and
ii) number of dependent instructions between two
concurrent bundles.

Table 7 illustrates the obtained results for the sin-
gle cluster configuration. We observe that 1.51 ≤
ILP ≤ 2.85 (4-issue configuration), 1.75 ≤ ILP ≤ 4.46
(2 × 4-issue configuration), 1.89 ≤ ILP ≤ 5.58 (4 × 4-
issue configuration) and 1.89 ≤ ILP ≤ 7.4 (8×4-issue
configuration). This implies that, in several bundles,
there is a sufficient number of idle issues. We also ob-
serve that by doubling the number of issues, the ILP
is not doubled. This behavior is due to the limited
parallelization capability of the applications and to
the heterogeneity of the FUs. Through the ILP met-
ric, we can conclude that there are idle issues inside
one bundle that can be explored for fault tolerance.
Such an exploration is achieved by space scheduling
(TMR-S).

To see if we can explore the next bundle (through
time scheduling), we compute the percentage of the
dependency occurrences, i.e., zero, one, two and three
or more instructions are dependent between two con-
current bundles. For the majority of the benchmarks,
in more than 50% of the total instruction bundles,
two consecutive bundles have zero dependencies. It
is quite frequent to have only one dependent instruc-
tion. Last, but not least, the case of multiple con-
current dependencies is rare. We can conclude that
the proposed approach will affect less negatively the
performance, since it can schedule the independent
instructions to the next upcoming bundle, avoiding
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Table 7: Benchmark analysis

1 × 4-issue 2 × 4-issue 4 × 4-issue 8 × 4-issue

Benchmark ILP
Dep. Occurrence%

ILP
Dep. Occurrence%

ILP
Dep. Occurrence%

ILP
Dep. Occurrence%

0 1 2 3+ 0 1 2 3+ 0 1 2 3+ 0 1 2 3+
adpcm_dec 1.77 60.6 35.2 4.1 0 2.28 50.3 37.7 9.6 2.3 2.93 64 33 3 0 3.31 76.075 22.5 1.425 0
adpcm_enc 1.82 58.7 35.9 4.9 0.5 2.41 48.6 39 9 3.3 3.04 63.05 32 4.05 0.9 3.44 68.6 26.675 4.725 0

bcnt 2.49 36 54 10 0 3.62 27 43.5 5.1 24.3 4.91 55.1 37.6 3.9 3.35 7.4 56.9 23.45 19.65 0
dct 2.22 53.9 30.1 7.7 8.3 3.31 45.4 28.1 7.1 19.4 4.62 50.55 20.7 18.95 9.85 4.91 60.525 30.9 7.975 0.625

fft32x32s 2.85 62.6 17.2 20.2 0 4.19 60.8 6.8 6.5 26 5.3 51.7 32 5.85 10.45 6.37 58.175 31.35 10.475 0
huff_ac_dec 1.51 59.9 36.1 3.6 0.5 1.75 40.7 50.7 7.9 0.7 2.14 70 29.75 0.2 0 2.17 84.075 15.925 0 0

motion 1.94 57 29.1 11.6 2.3 2.39 47.1 30 18.6 4.3 2.84 57.95 39.2 2.85 0 2.86 78.575 21.425 0 0
fir 2.09 62.3 29.8 7.9 0 2.5 51.6 36.8 11.6 0 2.55 77.75 22.25 0 0 2.56 83.15 16.85 0 0
crc 1.76 29.8 65.6 4.5 0.1 1.8 28.2 64.8 6.9 0.1 1.89 70.85 29.15 0 0 1.89 86.55 13.45 0 0

matrix_mul 2.61 51.5 32.2 16.4 0 4.46 21.1 62.7 16.2 0 5.58 41.1 58.9 0 0 5.6 63.675 36.325 0 0
Average 2.15 53.1 36.1 9.75 1.06 2.85 42.9 39.3 10.4 7.31 3.57 60.205 33.455 3.88 2.455 4.041 71.63 23.885 4.425 0.1

stalling the pipeline.

5.3 Intra-cluster Dynamic Mechanism

5.3.1 Analysis of mechanism components

Table 8 presents the area and the delay of each com-
ponent of the proposed dynamic mechanism. The
switches dominate the additional area inserted by
the proposed mechanism (76.2% of the total area
overhead). It should be clarified that such switches
are required by any approach that performs dy-
namic instruction scheduling. However, it should be
stressed that the proposed implementation of the vot-
ing switches results in significantly less area over-
head than the original switch implementations, as
presented in Section 3.1.2 and depicted in Table 5.
The voters contribute to 9.7% of the area overhead.
Voters and detectors are required by any fault tol-
erant approach to compare redundant instructions.
Then, the specific control components, inserted by
the proposed approach, contribute to the remaining
14.2%. Concerning the delay, the processor frequency
is affected only by the components inserted inside the
VLIW pipeline (replication switch in the DC stage
with 0.16 ns) and voting switch and voters in the
EX/M-WB stage with 0.33 ns and 0.27 ns, respec-
tively). For the control parts, the largest observed
delay is 2.19 ns for the replication scheduler, which,
however, does not affect the clock frequency, since the
critical path is given by the EX/M-WB stage and is
equal to 2.62 ns.

Table 8: Area and delay of intra-cluster components.

Component Area Delay (ns)No. cells % %of total CPU
Replication Switch 3,917.78 18.9 6.24 0.16

Voting Switch 11,891.57 57.3 18.93 0.33
Voters 2,007.68 9.7 3.20 0.27

Info extr. unit 88.13 0.4 0.14 0.12
Dep. Analyzer 303.55 1.5 0.48 0.13

Replic. scheduler 1,720.78 8.3 2.74 2.19
Voting scheduler 822.85 4.0 1.31 1.36

5.3.2 Performance

Execution cycles Table 9 depicts the execution
cycles required to execute the benchmarks for the
4-issue configuration for all approaches. These val-
ues provide the impact on execution time, when
all approaches are using the same frequency. We
compute the Overhead (O) of TMR-S and TMR-
S+T+CB, compared to the original/TMR-3FUs ver-
sions, and the Speed-Up (SU) of TMR-S+T+CB
compared to TMR-S. The SU metric shows the im-
pact on performance, when the scheduling window
is extended from the current to the next instruc-
tion bundle. The overhead of TMR-S is similar
among most of the benchmarks (except crc bench-
mark), with an average of 152.95%. The overhead
of TMR-S+T+CB depends on the benchmark. The
minimum overhead is 21.34% (huff _ac_dec bench-
mark) up to 139.16% (matrix_mul benchmark),
with an average of 77.52%. Last, but not least.
the speed-up of TMR-S+T+CB compared to TMR-
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S is from 13.47% (matrix_mul benchmark) up to
43.68% (huff _ac_dec benchmark), with an average
of 29.93%.

Note that the low number of execution cycles in
some of the benchmarks is due to the following fac-
tors: a) the compiler schedules instructions in parallel
to exploit as many idle slots as possible and, b) the
architectures use a scratchpad memory with memory
access of 1 cycle.

Table 9: Execution cycles (1 × 4-issue).

Orig./TMR-3FUs TMR-S TMR-S+T+CB
Cycles Cycles O (%) Cycles O (%) SU (%)

adpcm_dec 386 998 158.55 613 58.81 38.58
adpcm_enc 409 1,066 160.64 652 59.41 38.84

bcnt 478 1,264 164.44 976 104.18 22.78
dct 1,288 3,779 193.40 2,404 86.65 36.39

fft32x32s 569 1,654 190.69 1,282 125.31 22.49
huff_ac_dec 1,101 2,372 115.44 1,336 21.34 43.68

motion 344 821 138.66 546 63.95 31.30
fir 6,852 16,890 146.50 11,714 70.96 30.65
crc 12,228 22,601 84.83 17,823 45.76 21.14

matrix_mul 11,142 30,795 176.39 26,647 139.16 13.47
Average 152.95 77.55 29.93

Maximum frequency The insertion of compo-
nents to the VLIW datapath, in order to provide fault
tolerance capabilities, increases the critical path. The
upper part of Table 10 provides the critical path and
the overhead (O), compared to the unprotected orig-
inal processor. The critical path in all approaches is

Table 10: Execution time at maximum frequency (1×
4-issue).

Orig. TMR-3FUs TMR-S TMR-S+T+CB
[ns] [ns] O (%) [ns] O (%) [ns] O (%) SU (%)

Critical path 2.62 2.88 9.92 3.22 22.09 3.22 22.09 0
adpcm_dec 1,011.32 1,111.68 9.92 3,213.56 217.76 1,973.86 95.18 38.58
adpcm_enc 1,071.58 1,177.92 9.92 3,432.52 220.32 2,099.44 95.92 38.84

bcnt 1,252.36 1,376.64 9.92 4,070.08 224.99 3,142.72 150.94 22.79
dct 3,377.56 3,709.44 9.92 12,168.38 260.59 7,740.88 129.39 36.39

fft32x32s 1,490.78 1,638.72 9.92 5,325.88 257.25 4,128.04 176.90 22.49
huff_ac_dec 2,884.62 3,170.88 9.92 7,637.84 164.78 4,301.92 49.13 43.67

motion 901.28 990.72 9.92 2,643.62 193.32 1,816.08 101.50 31.30
fir 17,952.24 19,733.36 9.92 54,385.8 202.95 37,719.08 110.11 30.65
crc 32,037.36 35,216.64 9.92 72,775.22 127.16 57,390.06 79.13 21.14

matrix_mul 29,192.04 32,088.96 9.92 99,159.9 239.68 85,803.34 193.93 13.47
Average 9.92 210.18 118.21 29.93

given by the EX/M-WB stage. The delay impact of
the TMR-3FUs approach is 0.27 ns due to the need to
insert voters for comparison in this stage. The delay
impact of TMR-S and TMR-S+T+CB approaches
is increased to 0.33 ns due to the voting switch re-
quired to correctly group the results for comparison.
The replication switch is placed in the DC stage and
does not increase the critical path. Then, the lower
part of Table 10 depicts the worst case impact in
execution time (in ns) for the different benchmarks,
when each approach runs with its maximum possible
frequency for the 4-issue configuration. TMR-3FUs
has the least impact in execution time, i.e., on aver-
age 9.92%, but it has high area overhead, as shown in
the next section. TMR-S increases the execution time
on average 210.18% and TMR-S+t+CB on average
118.21%. Last, TMR-S+t+CB provides a speed-up
compared to TMR-S on average 29.93%.

5.3.3 Area and Power

Table 11 depicts the inserted area (number of re-
quired cells) and the power (in mW) results, com-
pared to the unprotected original version. The TMR-
3FUs approach has the maximum area and power,
i.e., 44.60% and 35.96%, respectively. The TMR-
S has the lower overhead, with an area increase of
15.56% and a power increase of 23.61%. The TMR-
S+T+CB, compared to the unprotected processor,
has an area increase of 23.54% and a power overhead
of 32.87%.

5.3.4 Overall hardware architecture compar-
ison

Table 11 also depicts the Power×Delay×Area (PDA)
and the Power×Delay^2 products of the different
hardware architectures. The power is based on sta-
tistical activity and the delay on the maximum fre-
quency each architecture can achieve. The PDA
product shows that the TMR-3FUs has the highest
overhead, mainly due to the area overhead. TMR-
S+T+CB has higher PDA than TMR-S, because it
trades a small power and area increase, in order to
significantly reduce the execution cycles of the bench-
marks. The PD^2 product shows that TMR-3FUs
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has the lowest overhead, making TMR-3FUs the best
candidate when performance is the most important
metric, sacrificing area and power. Although TMR-
S+T+CB has the largest PD^2 overhead as architec-
ture, this approach significantly reduces the number
of cycles, compared to TMR-S. Taking into account
also the time required to execute the benchmarks,
the estimated average PD^2 for all benchmarks is
50% less compared with TMR-S.

Table 11: Area, Power, PDA and PD^2 product re-
sults (1 × 4-issue).

Approach Area Power PDA PD^2
Cells O(%) mW O(%) mW*ns*cells O(%) mW*ns^2 O(%)

Original 50,844 - 6.48 - 863209 - 44.48 -
TMR-3FUs 73,523 44.60 8.81 35.96 1865484 116 73.07 64

TMR-S 58,819 15.68 8.01 23.61 1517071 76 83.05 87
TMR-S+T+CB 62,812 23.54 8.61 32.87 1741412 102 89.27 101

5.4 Cluster-based approach

5.4.1 Impact of clustering

First of all, we quantify how much the clustering im-
pacts the proposed approach. To achieve that, we
compare the obtained results of the proposed ap-
proach between 1 × 8-issue and 2 × 4-issue configu-
rations. Regarding area, we estimate that the voting
switch for 1 × 8-issue configuration requires 49,730
cells, leading to, at least, a total area 129,391 cells,
increasing the critical path by 0.11 ns. This area over-

Table 12: Execution cycles of TMR-S+T+CB (1× 8-
issue and 2 × 4-issue).

Benchmark 2 × 4 VLIW 1 × 8 VLIW Overhead (%)
adpcm_dec 443 388 14.18
adpcm_enc 493 426 15.73
bcnt 700 555 26.13
dct 1,623 1,519 6.85
fft32x32s 856 722 18.56
huff_ac_dec 1,090 1,029 5.93
motion 383 367 4.36
fir 8,291 6,969 18.97
crc 14,745 11,986 23.02
matrix_mul 14,053 12,196 15.23
Average 14.89

head (62.43%) between the voting switch for 1 × 8-
issue and 1 × 4-issue motivated the proposal of the
cluster-based approach. Table 12 compares the num-
ber of execution cycles required to execute the bench-
marks. The proposed cluster-based approach trade-
offs performance improvement and area overhead,
providing fault tolerance capabilities.

5.4.2 Performance

Table 13 depicts the execution cycles for two, four
and eight clusters, i.e., 2 × 4-issue, 4 × 4-issue and
8 × 4-issue. For the 2 × 4-issue configuration, TMR-
S has an average overhead of 102.01% and TMR-
S+T+CB of 62.31%, compared to the original ver-
sion. These overheads are reduced to 51.27% and
32.36%, respectively, for the 4×4-issue configuration,
and to 26.17% and 13.60%, respectively, for the 8×4-
issue configuration. Regarding the speed-up of TMR-
S+T+CB compared to TMR-S, the average speed-up
is 19.84% for the 2×4-issue configuration, 11.65% for
the 4 × 4-issue configuration and 9.26% for the 8 × 4-
issue configuration. Overall, as the number of issues
is increased, the obtained speed-up, compared to the
TMR-S, and the overhead compared, to the original
VLIW, are decreased. This behaviour is explained
due to the low application ILP and the large number
of idle issues. In several cases, the instruction tripli-
cation is done within the current bundle, explored by
both TMR-S and TMR-S+T+CB.

We observe that, in general, the speed-up of the
single cluster is slightly higher compared to the speed-
up of the configuration with two or more clusters.
This behavior is explained due to:

1. The average ILP, compiled for the two-or-more
cluster configuration, is low and, thus, there are
more idle issues in the current bundle than the idle
issues of the single cluster configuration. These are
exploited by both TMR-S+T+CB and TMR-S.
When the instructions are triplicated, the thresh-
old (after which we need to add an extra time slot)
is one instruction (for the single-cluster configura-
tion), two instructions (for the two-cluster con-
figuration), etc. For the single cluster, the ILP
is almost 2, and thus, additional time slots are
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Table 13: Execution cycles (2 × 4-issue, 4 × 4-issue and 8 × 4-issue).

2 x 4-issue 4 x 4-issue 8 x 4-issue
Orig. TMR-S TMR-S+T+CB Orig. TMR-S TMR-S+T+CB Orig. TMR-S TMR-S+T+CB
Cycles Cycles O (%) Cycles O (%) SU (%) Cycles Cycles O (%) Cycles O (%) SU (%) Cycles Cycles O (%) Cycles O (%) SU (%)

adpcm_dec 302 612 102.65 443 46.69 27.61 258 385 49.22 309 19.77 19.74 232 292 25.86 248 6.90 15.07
adpcm_enc 323 662 104.95 493 52.63 25.53 280 413 47.50 344 22.86 16.71 252 317 25.79 273 8.33 13.88

bcnt 333 764 129.43 700 110.21 8.38 252 483 91.67 421 67.06 12.84 171 288 68.42 231 35.09 19.79
dct 872 2,144 145.87 1,623 86.12 24.30 670 1,118 66.87 999 49.10 10.64 636 811 27.52 718 12.89 11.47

fft32x32s 400 1,006 151.50 856 114.00 14.91 332 653 96.69 523 57.53 19.91 280 377 34.64 335 19.64 11.14
huff_ac_dec 951 1,525 60.36 1,090 14.62 28.52 925 1,025 10.81 966 4.43 5.76 912 938 2.85 917 0.55 2.24

motion 280 500 78.57 383 36.79 23.40 253 326 28.85 284 12.25 12.88 251 277 10.36 263 4.78 5.05
fir 6,709 10,877 62.13 8,291 23.58 23.77 6,007 7,031 17.05 6,728 12.00 4.31 6,007 6,549 9.02 6,247 4.00 4.61
crc 11,955 15,962 33.52 14,745 23.34 7.62 11,699 12,215 4,41 11,971 2,32 2.00 11,699 11,955 2.19 11,699 0 2.14

matrix_mul 6,533 16,408 151.16 14,053 115.11 14.35 5,236 10,453 99.64 9,227 76.22 11.73 5,236 8,116 55.00 7,532 43.85 7.20
Average 102.01 62.31 19.84 51.27 32.36 11.65 13.60 26.17 9.26

Table 14: Area, Power, PDA and PD^2 product results (measurement method: (+) complete design, (�) all
additional components, (*) estimation).

Approach
2 x 4-issue 4 x 4-issue 8 x 4-issue

Area Power PDA PD^2 Area Power PDA PD^2 Area Power PDA PD^2
Cells O(%) mW O(%) mW*ns*cells O(%) mW*ns^2 O(%) Cells O(%) mW O(%) mW*ns*cells O(%) mW*ns^2 O(%) Cells O(%) mW O(%) mW*ns*cells O(%) mW*ns^2 O(%)

Original (+) 79,661 - 7.36 - 1,536,119 - 50.52 - 136,610 - 9.04 - 3235581 - 62.05 - 250,776 - 12.84 - 8,436,305 - 88.14 -
TMR-3FUs (+) 124,137 55.83 11.88 61.41 4,247,273 176 98.54 95 229,889 68.28 18.38 103.22 12,169,036 276 152.45 149 435,232 73.56 31.02 141.60 38,882,582 361 257.29 192

TMR-S (*) 95,258 19.58 9.03 22.69 2,769,779 80 93.63 85 168,380 23.26 13.13 45.26 7,118,871 120 136.14 119 317,975 26.80 20.73 61.45 21,225,022 152 214.94 144
TMR-S+T+CB (�) 103,598 30.05 9.77 32.74 3,259,131 112 101.30 101 184,484 35.05 13.73 51.85 8,156,148 152 142.36 129 346,523 38.18 21.33 66.09 23,800,101 182 221.16 151

needed in most cases. However, for two clusters,
the ILP is almost 3, decreasing the probability of
needing an extra time slot. For instance, the crc
benchmark has the lowest speed-up in the two-
cluster configuration, because the crc ILP changes
slightly from the single-cluster to the two-cluster
configuration and that is due to its high amount of
one dependency occurrences. Hence, the required
idle slots are available in the current bundle (both
approaches explore them).

2. The application’s code structure. For instance,
an application with consecutive bundles without
NOPs has similar behavior in both TMR-S and
TMR-S+T+CB, since no idle slots exist to exploit.
Such an example is matrix_mul , which achieves
the lowest speed-up for the single-cluster case.

3. A high number of dependencies. If idle slots ex-
ist in next bundle, but instructions are depen-
dent, they cannot be exploited. However, there
are usually less than two dependent instructions
(see Table 7). Thus, the remaining independent
instructions can use the idle slots. That is why the

crc benchmark (for single cluster) has high perfor-
mance speed-up, even though 70% of the bundles
have one or two dependent instructions.

5.4.3 Area and Power

Table 14 depicts the area and power for two, four
and eight clusters (i.e., 2 × 4-issue, 4 × 4-issue and
8×4-issue), compared to the unprotected original ver-
sion. For the original and the TMR-3FUs, the com-
plete design has been implemented. For the TMR-S
and TMR-S+T+CB, the additional components have
been synthesized, all together, and added to the origi-
nal design area/power. Estimated area and power re-
sults are provided for the TMR-S, based on the fact
that TMR-S needs replication and voting switches,
voters, simpler scheduling logic and no shadow regis-
ters. As the number of issues is increased, the area
and power of the approaches are also increased. For
the 8×4-issue configuration, the TMR-3FUs approach
has the maximum area overhead of 73.56% and a
power overhead of 141.60%. On the contrary, the
TMR-S+T+CB, compared to the unprotected pro-
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cessor, has an area overhead of 38.18% and a power
overhead of to 66.09%. This overhead is ∼ 50% less
than the TMR-3FUs and ∼ 10% more than the TMR-
S. The TMR-S has the lower overhead, with an area
increase of 26.80% and a power increase of 61.45%.

5.4.4 Overall architecture comparison

Table 14 depicts Power×Delay×Area (PDA) and the
Power×Delay^2 products for two, four and eight clus-
ters (i.e., 2 × 4-issue, 4 × 4-issue and 8 × 4-issue),
compared to the unprotected original version. Sim-
ilar to the 1x4-issue, the PDA product shows that
the TMR-3FUs has the highest overhead, while the
TMR-S+T+CB has higher PDA than TMR-S. The
PD^2 product shows that, as the number of issues
is increased, the PD^2 overhead is also increased
for TMR-3FUs, strengthening the fact that a signif-
icant power penalty has to be paid in order to get
the best possible performance. TMR-S+T+CB has
bigger PD^2 overhead than TMR-S as an architec-
ture. However, TMR-S+T+CB significantly reduces
the number of execution cycles of the benchmarks.
The estimated average PD^2 for all the benchmarks
is reduced 33%, 26% and 23% in comparison with
TMR-S for the 2 × 4-issue, 4 × 4-issue and 8 × 4-issue
configurations, respectively.

5.5 Instruction Reliability Factor

In this work, we check the complete ISA of the VLIW
by performing reliability measurements at the in-
struction level. We compute the Instruction Relia-
bility Factor (IRF) for the original and the TMR-
S+T+CB VLIW, defined as the probability of a fault
in a processor’s register to not lead to an error in the
instruction output. IRF depicts the impact of a fault
occurring in FtoDC, DCtoEx, Register File and PC.
The IRFs of TMR-3FUs, TMR-S, TMR-S+T+CB
are the same, they have the same protection sphere
and apply instruction triplication.

To compute the IRF, the VLIW processors are ex-
tended with fault injection capabilities. We perform
an exhaustive fault injection campaign at the micro-
architecture level, for all valid opcodes of the Instruc-
tion Set Architecture (ISA) of VLIW processor. For

each opcode, we flip all the bits of a pipeline register
and all pipeline registers. For the input data of each
instruction, we repeated the fault injection experi-
ments 1,000 with random data. Hence, 14,100 total
fault injections are performed per instruction (1,000
× 141 bits), which corresponds to confidence interval
of 98.25%, considering an error margin of 0.01% [19].
For each experiment, a fault-free execution is per-
formed to obtain the golden references. Then, a fault
is injected by flipping one bit of a pipeline register.
The process is repeated for all bits within a regis-
ter and for all pipeline registers. After comparing
the output with the golden reference, the result is
categorized as: (i) Crash, the execution finishes un-
expectedly, an exception is raised and the processor
crashes; (ii) Correct, the instruction output and the
processor state (registers, stack memory, PC, etc.)
match the golden references; (iii) Output mismatch,
the instruction output does not match the golden ref-
erence (but the processor state does); (iv) Processor
state failure, the processor state does not match the
golden reference (but instruction output does). De-
pending on this output, the bit where the fault is
injected is categorized as Correct Instruction Out-
put (CIO) (Cases ii and iv) and Faulty Instruction
Output (FIO) (Cases i and iii). Then, the 𝐼𝑅𝐹𝑖 in
pipeline stage 𝑖 is:

𝐼𝑅𝐹𝑖 =
𝐶𝐼𝑂 𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑜 𝑓 𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑖

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑜 𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑟 𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠
(2)

Table 15 depicts the average IRF among similar
instructions. The most vulnerable instructions of the
original unprotected processor are the arithmetic and
logic operations. With TMR-S+T+CB, they become
up to 2.2x less vulnerable, compared to the original
processor. The IRFs depend on the fault tolerance
approach used (triplication) and the comparison that
the voter performs (data result). As an exhaustive
fault injection takes place, faults are inserted in other
fields of the instruction than the data. Thus, IRFs are
increased, but they are not equal to 1. This is due to
the fact that the voters compare only the arithmetic
result of the logical/arithmetic operations (FU result
field in Table 2). If the voters are extended to check
errors in the opcode and destination registers, instead
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Table 15: Average IRF per instruction group.

Opcode Orig. Prop. Opcode Orig. Prop.
Logic Operations Arithmetic Operations

CMPx 0.832 0.974 MPYx 0.707 0.974
CMPxi 0.899 0.974 ADD/SUB 0.447 0.974
AND/OR/NORx 0.667 0.974 ADD/SUBi 0.445 0.974
ANDC/ORCx 0.734 0.978 SHx 0.762 0.974
NOTx 0.679 0.974 SHxi 0.765 0.974
XORx 0.447 0.974 SHADD 0.456 0.974

Memory Operations SHADDi 0.445 0.974
LDx 0.442 0.973 EXT 0.699 0.974
STx 0.346 0.975 EXTi 0.778 0.980

Control Operations MOVI 0.715 0.974
BR/CALL/RT 1.000 1.000 NOP 0.950 1.000
CALLR/GOTOR 1.000 1.000
BRF 1.000 1.000
STOP 1.000 1.000

of only the output results, the IRF would be close to
1. This extension is estimated to increase the size of
the voters by approximately 22%. The delay is ex-
pected to be almost unaffected since the comparisons
will occur in parallel. Note that, NOPs are never
replicated in our design. Their IRF is improved due
to the fact that TMR-S+T+CB uses a flag (sel_v),
which is set by the Voting scheduler only when three
instances of the same instruction are ready for com-
mit. Hence, when a NOP is ”executed“, no instruction
is committed. For this reason, NOPs never passes to
the commit stage, and, in the IRF calculation, these
faults are always masked.

5.6 Reliability of introduced hard-
ware mechanisms

The probability of radiation hitting the hardware
components, and thus introducing transients, de-
pends on the component area. Thus, the larger the
area the more possible it is for an exposed compo-
nent to be affected by transient faults. In the pro-
posed approach, the voting and replication switches
have the biggest area among all added components,
i.e. 76,2% of the proposed approach (and 25.17%
of the total processor) as shown in Table 8. How-
ever, faults occurring in these hardware components
are mitigated. Faults in the voting and replication
switches will be detected by the voters, since faults
will affect either the values passed to the voters or
mix the values that will be voted. Therefore, the

critical part of the proposed approach is the voters
(3.20% area of the processor) which is the case for all
fault tolerant approaches. Another part that is crit-
ical for the proposed approach is the scheduling (i.e.
the replication and voting schedulers, the info extrac-
tion unit and the dependency analyser). If a fault oc-
curs in this part, the pipeline may be corrupted and
wrong instructions may be issued. However, all of
these components occupy around 14% of the mech-
anisms inserted by the proposed approach (4.67% of
the processor). In this work, we do not present any
countermeasures for these critical components, since
their area is small compared to the overall design,
and thus, the probability of radiation affecting this
part is low. A typical countermeasure that can be
applied is to triplicate the critical parts, since they
have low area overhead. Last, error correction codes
is required as well for the register file and the mem-
ory, and this is an assumption for all the analysed
approaches of this study.

6 Further discussions and limi-
tations

Regarding the target VLIW processor, the proposed
approach has been implemented considering a base-
line VLIW processor of a pipeline depth equal to
3. The baseline VLIW processor with heterogeneous
FUs is inspired by commercial VLIWs having large
pipelines, e.g., Intel Itanium [20], but it is a simplified
version with small pipeline depth. Such an imple-
mentation provides the worst case delay that the pro-
posed approach can insert, since no pipelined version
of the schedulers can occur with this 3-stage base-
line processor without modifying its pipeline. Note
that, increasing the VLIW pipeline depth will not im-
pact the functionality of the proposed approach, since
it will still exploit two instruction bundles, regard-
less the pipeline depth of the processor. Exploiting
larger instruction windows will insert high overhead.
The proposed approach has as goal to combine the
benefits of VLIW and dynamic scheduling keeping
the overhead low. To achieve that, the size of the
instruction window has to remain as low as possi-
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ble, which, however, provides some important gains.
From the benchmark analysis, we have seen that al-
ready a high percentage of instructions between the
current bundle and the next bundle are independent.
Thus, the replication of instructions of the current
and next bundle creates enough instructions to fill
the VLIW issues.

Regarding the VLIW processor frequency, the
worst delay of the proposed approach is given by the
replication and voting schedulers, which are placed in
parallel to the decode and execution stage of the base-
line VLIW processor. The current implementation
can be applied to a processor up to 456 MHz, without
affecting the processor pipeline. Note that, for pro-
cessors achieving higher frequencies, larger pipeline
depths are required. In this case, more stages exist,
and thus, more opportunities are provided to opti-
mise the proposed implementation, e.g., taking ad-
vantage of the processor pipeline stages in order to
divide and also pipeline the schedulers.

Regarding the target applications, the proposed
approach focuses on applications that allow the ex-
istence of idle slots during their execution. Hence,
applications with high ILP limit the advantages of
the proposed approach, since most of the slots are
occupied by original instructions, and thus, the pro-
posed approach degrades to a typical triple execution
of instruction bundles. Note that, this is the case for
any approach that exploits idle slots. However, as
other benchmark analysis have shown, high ILPs are
not common and the number of NOPs is usually sig-
nificantly large [21].

7 Related Work

Static and dynamic approaches have been proposed
to replicate instructions and execute them on idle
FUs of VLIW processors, in order to provide fault
tolerance.

Static approaches are usually implemented by soft-
ware. They replicate and schedule the instructions
at design-time and additional instructions are in-
serted for comparison of the results. For instance,
the approach presented in [22, 23] applies full du-
plication and full comparison in the compiled code,

whereas the approach of [24] reduces the number of
compared instructions. CASTED [25] proposes a
compiler-based technique to distribute error detec-
tion overhead across core/clusters, which is applica-
ble to tightly coupled cores and clustered VLIWs.
Although static approaches do not require additional
hardware, the code size, storage and energy consump-
tion are increased. To reduce the additional instruc-
tions inserted in the code, approaches do not dupli-
cate all instructions or implement the comparisons
in hardware. For instance, a packing-oriented du-
plication is proposed, compared to the common se-
quential order, to maximize the number of duplicated
instructions within the same performance overhead
bound [26]. Instruction duplication and scheduling is
performed by the compiler, while the comparison is
performed by the hardware [27, 9]. In [28], the com-
piler encodes information in the instructions and a
hardware mechanism decodes the information to run-
time duplicate the instructions. In [13], instruction
duplication and scheduling is done by the compiler
and the comparison of results is done by the hard-
ware. If an error is detected, the hardware adds a
time slot and re-executes the instruction to another
FU.

Dynamic approaches eliminate the need for high
storage requirements and additional instructions.
They are usually implemented through hardware that
replicates and schedules the instructions during ex-
ecution. A recent approach proposes dynamic re-
compilation, but this work addresses aging degra-
dation [29]. Some dynamic approaches based on
hardware avoid the need of dynamic scheduling.
In [30, 10, 11], one-to-one coupling of the VLIW is-
sues is applied, and thus, the duplicated instructions
can use the schedule of the original instructions, given
by the compiler. Partial instruction duplication is ap-
plied [30]. When no idle issue exists, the correspond-
ing instruction is not duplicated. When an error is
detected, instruction re-execution is applied. Full in-
struction duplication is applied in [10, 11]. When
an instruction bundle has more instructions than the
half of its issue-width, the bundle is divided into two,
and a time slot is added. However, due to the lack of
dynamic scheduling, there is a more-than-necessary
negative impact on performance.
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The remaining hardware dynamic approaches ap-
ply dynamic scheduling, assuming that VLIW issues
include all FUs, thus can execute any instruction.
However, when the VLIW consists of issues with dif-
ferent type of FUs, the existing schedulers are not
applicable, as they ignore the type of FUs. To re-
move this limitation, existing approaches transform
a heterogeneous VLIW to a homogeneous one, by in-
serting the missing FUs at each issue, e.g., [12]. With
increasing number of VLIW issues and considering
floating point FUs, these approaches lead to VLIW
processors with significant area overhead. In [31, 32],
the instructions are partitioned in groups in order
their results to be directly compared after execution.
However, one or two idle cycles are inserted for each
instruction bundle. To reduce the negative impact,
the use of spare FUs is explored.

Compared to the aforementioned approaches, this
work proposes a hardware mechanism that repli-
cates and schedules the instructions on heterogeneous
VLIWs during execution, taking into account the
number and the type of the FUs, and the algorithmic
dependencies of the instructions, improving perfor-
mance, while keeping area overhead low.

8 Conclusion

Due to application’s ILP, the available resources of
a VLIW processor are not always used. A cluster-
based dynamic fault tolerant approach is proposed for
heterogeneous VLIW data-paths. The intra-cluster
hardware mechanism explores the idle slots in cur-
rent bundle (space scheduling) and in the next bun-
dle (time scheduling). To keep the hardware cost low,
a hardware instruction scheduler is proposed. To en-
able scalability, a cluster-based approach is proposed,
avoiding area and power overhead at the cost of a
small decrease in performance. The processor behav-
ior is explored with ten media benchmarks, with an
average speed-up of 24.99% in performance and area
and power overheads to be almost 10% with respect
to existing approaches. Fault injection experiments
show up to 2.2x instruction reliability improvement.
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